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B.A./B.Sc. 3rd Semester (Honours) Examination, 2019 (CBCS)

Subject: Mathematics

Paper: BMH3 CC-05

Time: 3 Hours 
FuIl Marks: 60

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Cartdidates are required to give lheir answers in their own word.s
as far as practicable.

(Notations and Syntbols have their usual neanbtg.)

Group A

1. Answer any ren questions: 
2x10=2O

1
(a) Prove that lim cos _ does not exist.rJo x
(b) Let 1be an interval and f: I _+ R be continuous on 1. Then prove that /(1) is an interval.
(c) Prove that /(r) = sin1,x e (0, 1) is not uniforrnly continuous on (0, 1).
(d) Letf; R-, Rbe differentiable at c € R andlfc) = 0. Let 9(x) =lf@)|, x € R. Show tharg is differentiable at c if and only if /,(c) = 0 .

(e) Let /: R --+ R be defined by

f (x) = a25in!6r, * g

= 0 ,forr = 0

Show that/is differentiable on R but /, is not conrinuous on R.

(f) lf p(x) is a polynomial of degree > 1 and k € R, prove that between any two real roots
ofp(-r) there is a real root ofp,(x) + kp(x) = g.

(g) If x , y , x' and y' are elements in a metric space (.f,, d) ,

show rhar ld(x,y) _ d(x,,y,)l < d(x,x,) + d(y,y,).
(ht Is L'Hospital's rule applicable ro findrlim !.LII1 1rr,;gr.

(i) Prove that the equation.r = cosx has a root in(0,I).

() Give example with proper justification, of two discontinuous functions whose product is a
continuous function.
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(k) Show that f (x) = [r] in [0,1] is not the derivative of any function' [x] being the largest

integer not larger than r.

(l) Give the geometrical significance ofCauchy's Mean Value Theorem'

(m) Prove or disprove : Every subset in a discrete metric space in closed'

(n) Letd:RxR--+Rbe dehned by d(x'y) = lx3 - y3l'v x'y €R ' Is'd'ametric on R?

Support Your answer.

(o) LetS = {(x,y):o <* <!:l = sinx}. Find the diameter of S on R2'

Group B

2. Atswer any four questions:

(a) (i) A tunction /: [0, 1] + R be defined bv

f (x) = x,xisraional in [0' 1]'

5x4=20

= 1 - x, r is irrational in [0, 1].

Show that/is continuous at ] and discontinuous at every other point in [0' 1]'

(ii) Let /: R. J R be continuous on R. Prove that /-1(6) is open in R for every open subset

G of R.

(b) (i) Let /: R.-r R be a tunction. It f"(x)> 0

f ("?) s:tf @,) + f (x)t'

(ii) If /(x) is defined in [0, 1] such that / (0) = 1 ' etto ir/it continuous and takes up only

(1+7)+2=5

for all x e R, then show that

3+2=5

1+4=5

is uniformly

5

1+4=5

(c)

(d)

rational values. then show that /(x) = 1 for all x e [0, 1]

State and prove Taylor's Theorem *'ith Cauch) s forn ofremainder'

Prove that every continuous function on a closed ard bounded interval

continuous.

State and prove Darboux theorem conceming derivatile'(e)

(0 Ler (X,d) be a metric space. Define a closed set in (X, d) Prove that arbitrary intersection

of 
"to."a 

."o in (X, d) is a closed set. Is arbiftary union of closed sets in a metric space

closed? Support your answer. l+2+2=5

Group C

3. Answer cny lwo questions: l0x2=20

(a) (i) Let cla, b] be the set of all real valued continuous functions on [a' b] and d be a metric

on cfa,bl defined by aU,il=,![=uVt l -s(r)l for at:. f ,g e c[a'b] Show

that the set {f , ar,U, )!f.(?r, o} is an open set in cla'bl with respect to the

metric d.
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(ii) Use Mean Value Theorem to proue o < ltoe ffi ( 1' for x > 0

(iii) Show that the tunction dehned on ( -7'2)by f (x) =l*, - r' ,

has minimum at x = 1'

(b) (i) If p1 and p2be the radii of curyature at the extremities of any chord of the cardiode

r = a(L l coso), which passes through the pole' then prove that p12 + fi=+"''

(ii) Find the equation of the circle of c lvallf:e of zxy+x +y =4atthepoint(f i)'
5+5=10

(c) Show that the metric space lP,1 1 p < oo is separable'

It f(x + y) = f (x) + fU) for all x'y e R and/be continuous at a point of R; then

prove that/is uniformly continuous on R'

riiir ll'/(x) = sinx prove that rlrn 0 = |' wtrere 0 is giren by

f (h) = f (o)+ h/'(0h),0 < e < 1'

(i) Let DcRandf :D-,R be a function Let ce Dr\'D''

continuous at c if and only if for eler,v sequence {x"] in

sequence {/(x,,)l converges to f(c)'

when-1(r(1
whenlsx<2

(i)

(ii)

4+3+3=10

4+3+3=10

Then prove that / is

D converging to c, the
(d)

(ii) Let 1be an interval in R and f: 1 -+ R be a function Let f" exist in / Then prove that

/is convex in 1 if and only if /" is non-negative in 1' 5+5=10


